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Run II Milestones
•Center of mass energy increased:√

s = 7(8) → 13TeV
•Moved to a real time alignment
and calibration paradigm

•Dedicated data samples collected
at the beginning of each fill and
used to evaluate the alignment
constants

•Calibration constants updated
hourly

•Reconstruction quality from Run
II trigger as good as offline
quality of Run I

RICH Mirror Alignment

•LHCb has two Ring Imaging
Cherenkov (RICH) detectors

•Fit the variation of Cherenkov angle
∆θ as a function of polar angle φ to
extract the misalignment on the
detector planes (Θx,Θy)

•Alignemnt run every fill
•O(20) minutes for full alignment

•Misaligned (left) and aligned (right)
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Particle Identification
(PID)

•The power of the RICH to
discriminate different particle species

•Shown for RICH 1 (n=1.0014) and
RICH 2 (n=1.0005) schematically
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Real Time Alignment and Calibration

•Stable quality of alignment calibration
•Particle identification (PID) usable in the high level trigger (HLT)
• Improved trigger efficiency and purity of selected samples
•Online and offline performance identical
•Physics analysis performed on trigger output

LHCb Trigger Scheme

•Events buffered after HLT1 allow full
detector alignment and calibration to be
performed

•Speed-up of reconstruction and increased
online farm resources allow full
reconstruction at software level trigger

•Reduction of the event size (Turbo)
result in high purity signal candidates

Dedicated Framework
and Procedure

•Alignment performed for each fill
•Dedicated sample for each task
•Parallelized event reconstruction,
(1700 analyzer nodes)

•Since 2017 Calorimeter and RICH:
automatic update of the constants
when outside limits

database	

Events	
Fill	histograms	with	Δθ	
vs.	Φ	distribu9on		of	
unambiguous	photons	
for	each	mirror	
combina9on.	

Select	high	energy	tracks	
and	reconstruct	them	
under	
the	pion	hypothesis.	
	

Fit	misalignments	on	
detector	plane	for	each	
mirror	combina9on	and	
determine	individual	
mirror	misalignments.	

Produce	new	database	
and	verify	if	the	
convergence	criteria	was	
met.	

Replace	database	
and	perform	
another	itera9on.	

		Alignment	
		converged!	
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RICH Real Time
Methodology

• In 2016 period, a strong correlation
was seen between the alignments and
magnet polarity
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•Automatic updates after each
polarity flip needed

•Limits calculated from the spread of
alignment values

•Since 2017, automatic updates when
a correction strays over the limits

RICH Real Time Automatic Performance
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Impact of PID on Physics

Without PID - lots of partially
reconstructed (PR) events, wider peak

With PID - reduced PR background,
narrower peak

Calorimeter Calibration

•Calibrate to get the energy deposits
in the calorimeter

•Accounts for degradation, and
interactions with material

Relative Calibration:
•Relative calibration for each cell
•Using LED monitoring system:

→ adjustment of high voltage settings to
compensate for the aging of the detector

•Performed after every fill
→ Automatic HV update

Absolute Calibration:
•Done roughly once a month
•Cesium scan for the HCAL
•Calibrate to the neutral π mass for
the ECAL

→ Fit the π0 mass distribution in each cell
for π0 → γγ
→ Run on the HLT-farm


